Automotive

Tread & Pressure Gauges / Pick Up Tools / Tow Ropes

Tyre Pressure Gauge

A hand held pressure gauge with an easy to read
high contrast dial face. The 45° angle chuck makes
for easy connections to Schrader valves. It holds
the pressure when removed from the tyre for easy
viewing. A quick release side button reduces over
inflated tyres and zeros the gauge. Rubberised
edging protects dial and stops scratches to the
glass face.
Range:
0-60psi units.

Tyre Tread
Depth Gauge

Easy to read sliding gauge
with markings up to 24mm.
Metal case. Place the flat base
of the gauge against the tyre
tread. Push the gauge down
until the spindle is seated in
the deepest part of the tread
block. Remove the gauge and
read the measurement off
the barrel.
Range:

0-24mm
FAIAUTGAUGE
£1.29 Ex VAT £1.55 Inc VAT

Digital Tyre Tread
Depth Gauge
Gauge resolution: 0.01mm/0.0005in.
Large clear LCD display. Zero
setting at any position. Metric/inch
interchange. Manual power on/off.
Suitable for tread depth, brake shoe
and pad wear. Supplied with
CR2032 battery.

FAIAUPGAUGE
£7.05 Ex VAT £8.46 Inc VAT

Pick Up Tool

A 2-piece pick-up tool set, one with a magnetic end and one with
an expanding and retractable claw. Both have flexible
shafts for access in to tight spaces.

FAIPUP
£4.00 Ex VAT £4.80 Inc VAT

Magnetic

Claw

Lengths: 610mm

2000kg Tow Rope 3000kg Tow Rope
2000kg (2 tonnes) breaking strain.
- Elasticated
4 metre rope length with heavy-duty
carabiner style metal hooks. Includes a
red middle marker. Supplied in a zip-up
storage bag for easy car storage.

Suitable for an average
sized family car.

This 4 metre elasticated rope eases the
towing weight and stops the sudden
lurch associated with towing vehicles.
It has heavy-duty carabiner style metal
hooks. Supplied in a zip-up storage bag
for easy car storage.

Suitable for all cars and
most vans.

Measuring Range:
0-25.4mm (0-1in)
FAIAUDEPTH
£10.62 Ex VAT £12.74 Inc VAT

332

Breaking strain
2000kg (2 tonnes).

Breaking strain
3000kg (3 tonnes).

FAIAUTR2TON
£10.96 Ex VAT £13.15 Inc VAT

FAIAUTRELAST
£13.64 Ex VAT £16.37 Inc VAT

